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INTRODUCTION
An analysis technique was developed for e_-rpanding the aerothermodynanr-ic enver-_P e
of the Space Shuttle orbiter without subjecting the vehicle to sustained flight a=
more stressing heating conditions. A transient analysis program was deve_!oped to
take advantage of the transient maneuvers that were flown as part of thi_ analysis
teahnique. This program derived heat rates from flight test data for various locm-
ti:us on the orbiter. The flight-derived _,eat rates were _sed to update _eating
mo_iels based on predicted data. Future missiGns were then analyzed base_ on these
f!i?_ht-ddjusted models.
This paper will present a technique for comparing flight and predict-_d heatim-g-
ra=e data and the extrapolation of the data to predict the aerothermodyn_c
enTironment of future missions. -
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Air Force Flight Test Center
degrees Fahrenheit
Flexible Reusable Surface Insulation
_igh Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation
Kennedy Space Center
Low Temperature Reusable Surface'Insulation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Orbital Maneuvering System
pushover-pullup
heating rate
reference heating rate
free-streamReynolds number
-Room Temperature Vulcanized
Space Transportation System flights I, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Thermal Protection System
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VAFB
X/L
_BF
_e
Vandenberg AFB
longitudinal location nondimenslonalized by the orbiter reference
length
angle of attack, degrees
sideslip angle, degrees
bodyflap defle,:tion, degrees
elevator deflection, degrees
ANALYSIS TECILNIQUE
An analysis technique was developed (Figure i) that allows accurate predicti_--_s
of the aerothermodynamlc environment of the Space Shuttle orbiter for future mis-
sions. Locations or control points were chosen based on the original NASA prefli=_.t
selected control points (but at locations where temperature instrumentation
available) and the problem areas highlighted through analysis of wlnd tunnel data.
A transient maneuver was designed where the Shuttle commander manually reduced r_Be
angle of attack of the orbiter to a predetermined point and then increased the ax_'_e
of attack above the nominal (pushover-pullup (POPU)) so as to balance out the ener_v
state of the orbiter. A transient analysis program was developed by the AF_TC
that determined the change In the heatin_ rate (nondlmenslonalJzed by a reference
heating rate) with respect to angle of atcack, sideslip, elevon deflection, or body_
flap deflection dl,ring the POPU maneuver. The transient _.nalysis program utiliz_
the actual flight trajectory, atmosphere, flight thermocouple data, one-dlmenslor_el
thermal model, and material properties (Reference i)'. An independent analy_i_ -r___-
gram was also developed at the AFFTC _hat derived heat rates from the flight _urf_e
thermocouple data using an equilibrium temperature as_umptlon and an empirically
derived time constant in an algorithm which approximated the thermal properties cf
the coating. These two programs were applied to the flight data to update heatim___
models for the AFFTC's control points which were originally based on both NASA c_c_-
tractor heating models and _'!nd-tunnel-derlved heatlng models. The final goa!_ of
thls analysis was to use these flight-adjusted models to predict the surface amd
bondllne temperatures for future missions. The predictions were calculated using -_
trajectory from a slx-degree-of-freedom engineering slmulator at the AFFTC a_ a
one-dimensional thermal model.
This paper wlll not deal wlth the rigorous mathematical and statistical gete_-!s
of the computer programs utilized in thls analysis. For details of this nature
References 2 and 3.
MATH MODELS
The AFFTC maintains nine thermodynamic math models, considered to be the =os=
critical instrumented locations (control points), for the purpose of assessing the
orbiter's ability to hmndle future missions. Figure 2 shows the locations of r-he
various control points and their respective Thermal Protection System (TPS) mmteri_Zs
along with the orlgln_l NASA control points for comparison.
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JLower Surface
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_ne AFFTC heating math _del _n the center!ine at X/L = 0.02 was originally
comprised of the NASA contractor simplified heating model (Figure 3). The parameter
estimation program was not utilized at this location due to the small response to
angle of attack (as predicted) du:-ing The POPU maneuvers flo_ on SYS-2, STS-6, and
STS-5. The independent analTsis program was used to obtain laminar heating levels
for thi_ location. The heating mo_el u-as found to be conse_:ative and was updated
by reducing the heating levels by apprmximately 14 percent (FfKure 4). Note that
the flight-adjusted heating model matched che flight data quite well.
l'he AFFTC heating math model Located on the centerline at X/L = 0.7 was
originally the NASA contractor simplified heating model. _le _esalts from the
transient analysis program for the'STS-2 Mach 21 POPU dynamic test _aneuver indi--
cazed that the laminar heatimg levels of the original heating model were conserva-
tive. Ifhe heating model was adjusted by reducing the laminar levels by approximately
14 percent. Additionally, the bo_dary layer transition in flight occurred at a
higher Reynolds number (later in the entry) than predicted. Figure 5 shows a
graphical repzesentation of _he orig:-_el and flight-adjusted heating models. The
independent analysis program was used to adjust t_e transitional and turbulent
heating levels. _ne flight-adjusted heating model then provided a good comparison
with flight data (Figure 6).
An off-center!ine location at X/L = 0.7 was added which was more critical for
missions with higher heat loads dme to the thinness of the High Temperature Reusable
Surface Insulatlon (HRSI) ti:es in this region leading to increased bondline tempera-
tures. (Bondllne refers to mhe inner bondline which is representative of the
structural skin temperature. D similar methods of updating the heating model were
applied to this location.
The AFFTC elevon contro_ poimt was located at the left-hand outboard elevon
tip and was originally based on a NASA contractor simplified heating model. Both
the simplified and flight-_djusted heating models are graphically represented in
Figure 7 (shown at zero deflection angle for simplicity). Themodel'was updated
with flight data results frc,m bot-h_ analysis programs. Figure 8 indicates how the
original temperature predict_ions fcr STS-2-and those from the flight-adjusted model
compare to the actual f!ibht data. The actual transition occurred at a higher
Reynolds number (i.e., later in the flight) than was the case for the original
prediction.
The AFFTC body flap com_rol _in[ was located at the body flap edge and was
based on the laminar portiom of the NASA contractor simplified heating model for the
centerline location. The simplified heating model contained information for body fl_-__
deflection angles of less th_n 15 degrees. Wind-tunnel-derived data was added to the
flight-adjusted heating model in order to extend the model to body flap deflection
angles of 22.5 degrees. The body flap edge location was chosen due t_ the consis-
tently higher temperatures observed in the flight data when compared to the center-
llne thermocouple. Figure 9 indicates the adjustments made to the heating model
utilJzimg results from the izmdepez_ent analysis program to extrapolate the laminar"
heating levels to the cranslzional and turbulent levels. The Mach 17 body flap swee_
on STS-2 indicated an intera_ztion be_ieen heating on the body _lap and the elevon
deflection angle. This phe_meno= has not been incorporated into the model at
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present due-_o1,_isuff!cientdata. Figure I0 is the timehistory of the bcdyflap edge
thermocoupl-for STS-!comparedwith predictions. Theflight data indicated that th_
flow over the body flap mayhavebeenin a tr=_nsitional/turSulent state for a large
nortion of :he reentry before becoming full'." turbulent, lq_e original prediction of
a rapid onsez of boundary layer transition is obvious on this plot.
R'esult_= for the bendline tei=p=ratures at the X/L = 0.7 zenterline location did
not compare- with f]igi, t test hondline measure-_ents (Figure i!). One contributing
factor was :no late transiticn to turbulent flow, "_hich led --o a lower overall heat
load. It :-is also determined that after the ?ayload b_v vent doors opened at Math
2.5, the c._:l, atmospheric air allowed convective cocking [c occur internally,
which dissi-ated the heat soaking through =o :he bac_face cf the structure, th=reby
reducin_ Lie bondline _emperatures. (Backf_=ae refe*.s to the back side of the sub-
structure.) Additionally, the internal structure "_'ascool enough to allow reradia-
tion from the backface. Both the eleven tiF and Oody flap edge wore passively vente_
and were nherefore subject to the free convective cooling effects. %hc lower back-
face of the :ontrol surfaces apparently radiated to the cooler backface of the upper
surface. Terms to account for the free conveative and rad,-ative effects were applied
to the or_ -iimensional thermal models for the fuselage and control surface control
points. After the adjustments to the heating model were implemented, the bondline
prediction far X/L = 0.02 was close to the actual flight data so the cooling effects
were not aFyiied.
Upper Surface
_o co=trol points are lo_ated on the left Orbital Maneuvering System (O_) pod
(Figure 2). Postflight inspections have indicated that there are other problem.
areas on the upper surface (Reference 4) tha: will nee£ to be modeled, but to date
the OMS pod has received the most attention.
The af= OMS pod control point is located on the Flexibie Reusable Surface Insu-
lation (FRSI) at thermocouple V0?T9976A. The wind-tunnel-derived and flight-adjuste_
heating models are shown on F_gure 12. F_gure 13 is a comparison of the thermocouple
time historr and predicted thermocoup!e response based on the heating models. A
large dlscrepancy in the wind-tunnel-derived heating model and flight data was high-
lighted by :he Mach 20 POPU maneuver indicate-/ on Figure 13. The heating on the OMS
pod is a fL_--ction of angle of attack due to a vortex created at the wing glove area
of the forward fusel_ge. (The heating is also dependent on Reynolds number and side--
slip but to a lesser extent than angle of attack.) Specifirally, as the _hgle of
attack is r-_duced from the nominal 40 degree value, the vortex impinges c., the OMS
pod. Analysis of the wind tunnel data indicated that the impingement _ould occur
abruptly at 30 degrees angle of attack, whereas the flight thermocoup!e data indi-
cated that i=pi_gement began at about 37 degrees. A]so, the effect of Reynolds
number on C_e actual heating level due to t,hevortex impingement -;_s underpredicted
by the wind-tunnel-derived results. POPU =mazeuvers on flightS two and four were
analyzed wi_h the parameter estimation progr--_ and the results were used to create
the fllght-_djusted model. _ere flight data were not available, the flignt-adjuste_
model _as _vErapo]ated based on trends.
Below 23 degrees angle of attack (Figure 12), the heating rate rapidly approaches
the referan=e value (q/qref approaches !) indicating attached flow ce_ ";tions around
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the ON_pods. Theyawjet interaction effects wereobservedto disappear(Reference
5) at aboutthe sameflight condition, further supportingthe likelihood of attached
flow. T_.e irregular shapes of the CMS pod heating models are probably related to
sideslip effects rather than true Irregularities with angle of attack as shown in the
figure. Unere are insufficient data available at this time to separate and identify
the angle of attack and sideslip effects.
T=e forward OMS pod control point was a recent development that was necessary
in order :o evaluate proposed changes to the OMS pod TPS. This location is on the
Low Te_-zerature Reusable Surface Insulation (LRSI) at thermocouple V07T9220A cn
OV-10?. T_e heating model to date is adequate for a nominal 40-degree trajectory.
However, fer extrapolating to future missions more flight test information will be
necessary., to improve confidence.
The bondline =emperatures for the OMS pod control points cannot be verified due
to the absence of bondllne instrumentation in these areas. The cooling effects
applied to the lower surface were not felt to be appropriate for the OMS pod due to
the existence of a therm_l blanket behind the graphite epoxy structure.
Wing Leadlng Edge and Nose Cap
A:--F'fCwing leading edge and nose cap control points are located on the rein-
forced carbon-carbon wing leading edge (5_ percent semispan) and the nose cap
respectively. Both _ocatio_ used t_e NASA contractor simplified hea_ing models.
_e wing leading edge control point simplified heating model-is represented
graphically in Figure 14. The models are considered to be of low cqnfidence due to,
an inability to accurately _odel the three-dlmenslonal aspects of the material and
uncer:ainty in the interpretation of the flight test instrumentation. The close
match be_eem f]i_nt data and predictions shown in Figure 15 may, therefore, be
fortuitous and no updating of the carbon/carbon heating models has been attempted.
The nose cap control point is not presented graphically since only one flight
(STS-5) contained valld radiometer data from the nose cap. There is low confidence
in the model due to the uncertainties discussed above (under the leading edge control
point). In addition, the data from flight five indicated that the maximum heating
was ar the stagnation point on the nose cap instead of the sonic line where it was
predicted to occur. Further attention is required in the future to produce high con-
fiden=e math models of carbon/carbon material and to improve flight instrumentation
so that valid ccmparlsons can be made.
FUTUREMISSIONS
Flight test data to date have been used for the formation and/ur updating
of ho_ating and thermal models for the orbiter TPS and aerothermal ehviror, ment.
However, the data have been limited due to the limited number of POPU maneuvers
available and due to recorder malfunctions (STS-I, STS-4, and STS-5). In order for a
high-confidence aerothermalmodel to be fully developed, additional reentry, test
maneuvers on an instrumented orbiter are needed. Design of future vehicl_e will
benefit from a thorcugh understanding of angle of attack and Reynolds number effects
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on aerothermodynamiclheating, especially for the upper surface. The maneuvers flown
to date are indicated in Figure 13 along with the range of angle of attack capability
required for operational flights. The lower angles of attack profile is associated
with high crossrange entries like that required for an abort once around_ to
Vandenberg AFB (VAFB). There is a lack of data below 30 degrees angle of attack and
also between a Reynolds number of 5 x 106 and 15 x 106 which is extre=ely critical
to the upper surface, specifically the OMS pods.
Figure 17 pre_ents predicted surface and bondline temperatures for future
reentries to both Kennedy Space Cente_ (KSC), Florida, and VAFB, _slifornia. It is
immediately obvious that the 0V-102 OMS pod TPS is inadequate for any mission -re-
sented other than a 40-degree-angle-of-attack mission (nominal) Adequate mazglns
exist at all other control Foints. AFFTC leading edge and nose cap points are of
low confidence due to the uncertainties discussed earlier (mose cap prediction not
o_presented).
There are other areas of concern that have not been dealt with by the __FFTC
and are not subjec _ matter of this report; for example, gap heating and tile
slumping. Reference 4 presents more details.
LESSONS LE.%%NED
The reentry aerothermodyr_mic !essons learned are: windward-side heating pre-
dictions were conservative d_e tO the combined effect of lower laminar heating levels,
later-than-predicted transition to turbulent flow, and external atmospheric cooling.
Stmlctural peak temperatures were further reddced due to internal radiative and con-
vective cooling. Leeside OMS pod heating, on the other hand, was underpredicted.
Vortex impingement on the OMS pod occurred at a hlgher angle of attack than predicted
(37 degrees rather than 30 degrees), and the unimpinged heating levels at 40 degrees
angle of attack were higher than predicted.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A flight test technique was developed and successfully used to verify predictive
methods as well as select and update entry heating models. Discrepancies in heating
predic6io_s were identified. Basically, overpredictlon of wlndward-slde heating and
underpredietion of leeside OMS pod heating were observed. The AFFTC flight test
revised models have produced a good match of the respective test data for the first
five orbital flights. High-confidence aerothermal models, particularly for the OMS
pod, will require additional r_entry heating flight test data. Design of future
vehicles will benefit from continued orbiter testing through a thorough _derstanding
of angle:of-attacK and Reynolds number effects on aerothermodynamic heating, particu-
larly on the upper surface.
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